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Toward more readable Interac8ve Horizon Graphs
Contribu8ons à des « Horizon graphs » plus lisibles
Rémi Bardes, Charles Perin and Frédéric Vernier
Abstract – This work introduces threes improvements to Horizon Graphs to make them more readable. Halos, new color
scales and a stable baselines are described, illustrated and brieﬂy discussed.

Fig 1: Horizon Graph (top) and more readable version (bopom)

1. INTRODUCTION
In a previous work we conducted a user study
with Horizon Graphs and realized how diﬃcult
it was to explain to the par8cipants to the
st u d y t h e “ h o r i zo n eﬀe c t ”, i . e . t h e
transforma8on of the line chart into a horizon
graph. Mul8ple superimposed bands are
easier to explain but are some8me diﬃcult to
see. In previous works [3], [8] authors have
used between 2 and 6 bands and a red-blue
color scale like the one used in Figure 1 (top).
Similar to [2], we no8ced that more the larger
the number of bands (i.e. 6 to 8), the more
diﬃcult the bands are diﬃcult to untangle
(dis8nguish) with this red-blue color scale. We
also no8ced that par8cipants ocen had a hard
8me understanding the interac8ve baseline.
We think this is due to the diﬃculty to read
both mirrored and oﬀset Horizon Graphs
introduced in [3]. In this work, we break the
visual conven8ons associated with Horizon
Graphs (24pixel height, color scales, low
number of bands, etc.) and explore how
design alterna8ves might result in more
readable visualiza8ons.

2. RELATED WORK
Horizon Graphs (HG) [7][3] are ﬁlled line
graphs split by an ar8ﬁcial baseline (or
horizon) and divided in short-height bands
which are then displayed on top of each other
with two gradients of colors.
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The technique is more elaborated than TwoTone Pseudo Coloring (TTPC) [8] in that it adds
the no8on of horizon. HG only uses two color
scales (usually red and blue) where TTPC uses
a rainbow color scale. TTPC is equivalent to HG
with horizon set to the minimum value of the
graph. The name "Horizon Graph" itself has
become popular and is some8mes used even
when no horizon baseline is used (e.g., [1][5]).

3. NEW DESIGN
HALOS/SHADOWS
Halos around every polygon is the ﬁrst design
idea we explored to improve the readability of
horizon graphs, as halos can emphasize items
in visualiza8ons [4]. Figure 2 shows the same
graph split in 5 (TTPC) or 3+3 (HG) bands with
and without halos. It looks like the added
contrast that comes with halos might slightly
improve the readability of the graphs.
However, when the color scale is broader
like in Figure 3a with 5 shades of blue, halos
either black (Figure 3b) or white (Figure 3c)
clearly aid in dis8nguishing the diﬀerent
polygons. White halos beper work on darker
colors and black halos beper work on brighter
colors. If the color scale uses both bright and
dark colors then mixed halos can be used in
the same graph, as shown in Figure 3d.

Fig 2: TTPC and HG without/with halos

Fig 3: Single hue TTPC or HG with 6 bands. No
halo(a), black halo(b), white halo(c) and mixed
halo(d)
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NEW COLOR SCALES
We explored other color scales than the
tradi8onal red-blue scale. A promising one,
illustrated in Figure 4b, uses a heated scale for
posi8ve bands and a blue-to-cyan scale for the
nega8ve bands . It shows beper contrast than
the original scale shown in Figure 4a for 5+5
bands. Such color scales produce beper
dis8nguishable colors everywhere on the scale
because they are larger in luminosity (from
black to white) and because the intermediate
steps were chosen to match human
percep8on rather than numbers in RGB
channels. In Figure 4d, the 9 shades of the
same color scale remain dis8nguishable.
Heated and linear blue scales also oﬀer a
geographic metaphor if compared to deep
water, shallow water, sand and ground colors.

Fig 4: Original HG (5+5 bands)(a), Linearized
colors (b) and with halos (c).

STABLE BASELINE
The third improvement of HG/TTPC we
explored is that of not cusng the chart at the
horizon baseline. In that sense, this approach
is similar to the original TTPC. However, it is
also similar to HG because it also displays a
baseline but of diﬀerent and perhaps less
disturbing kind than the baseline in HG. With
this design, the displayed shapes are the same
as with TTPC but with a three-tone pseudo For
the bands that do not contain the baseline
value it uses a standard two-tone pseudo
coloring. For the band containing the baseline,
we mix the two color scales illustrated above:.

Darkest colors are assigned to visible extremas
like HG [3] but brightest colors are not
assigned to values near to baseline but to
invisible extremas. These colors can only be
visible is baseline is moved toward an
extremum to reveal it, like Figure 5a for blue
and 5e for heated.
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Figure 5 illustrates from top to bopom ﬁve
posi8ons of the baseline on the same graph :
top (all bands are gradient of blue): Figure 5a
exactly between 2 bands: Figure 5b
anywhere (one band 3 colors): Figure 5c and d
bopom (gradient of brown): Figure 5e
The posi8on of the baseline does not change
the shape of the graph, and interac8vely
sesng the baseline value is rela8vely stable
visually(Figure 5a to Figure 5e all look the
same). This is possibly a signiﬁcant
improvement over Interac8ve Horizon Graphs
[6]. The colors of bands also remain consistent
when the baseline value changes. A given
band with a stable shape can have up to two
colors because the color do not depends on
baseline posi8on.

Fig 5: moving baseline in the new stable design

4. CONCLUSION
Our frustra8ons with « legacy » Horizon
graphs led us to signiﬁcantly improve the
contrast and interac8ve stability of colors and
shapes. We need now to conduct user studies
to quan8fy the improvements in readability.
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Fig 6: 56 redesigned graphs zoomed with 8 bands and baseline placed in the middle of the 4th band.

